analyses, in order to identify genuine antigenic differences among influenza variants. Pipersville, PA) was added. The sera, virus, and red blood cells were mixed and the assay was mouse monoclonal antibody generated in our laboratory (clone K1-4C10) was used to verify that 144 equal amounts of each virus were used in these studies. After incubation for >15 hr at 4°C, wells 145 were blocked with PBS-BSA. Ferret sera were then added (serial 2-fold dilutions) and allowed 7 to incubate for 2 hr at room temperature. 
This measure is approximately independent of the viral receptor binding avidities of viruses X 178 and Y (Eq. 4). We used this simple mathematical fact to estimate antigenic distances among the 179 large number of strains that have already been subjected to HAI assays, controlling for avidity 180 variation.
181
For the purpose of comparing results from the above antigenic distance metrics (d from Eq 2 182 and d AH from Eq 4), antigenic maps were generated using the subset of antigens from Smith et al.
183
(23) for which both H XY and H YX are known (Fig. 1) . In the case of the standard antigenic map 184 ( Fig. 1A -utilizing d) , the configuration of antigenic positions was taken from previous work the base color of the antigenic cluster (0.5 error) at the periphery (Fig. 1) .
196 Fig. 1 shows that, although the traditional antigenic map (Fig. 1A) shares many similarities 197 with the antigenic map controlling for viral receptor binding avidity (Fig. 1B) , there are also 198 notable qualitative differences. To formally quantify these differences, we followed the 199 clustering analysis of Smith et al. (Fig. 1A) , by identifying and comparing the antigenic clusters higher RDE concentrations compared to the same virus possessing N145 HA (Fig. 3) . HA escaped ferret anti-sera generated against virus possessing N145 HA 2-fold in HAI assays 12 (Table 1) . To differentiate how the N145K HA mutation promotes viral escape in HAI assays, 259 we introduced a secondary I226V HA mutation, which has previously been shown to influence anti-sera generated against virus possessing N145 HA in HAI assays (Table 1) .
268
Direct antibody binding ELISA assays confirmed that N145K does not result in a significant 269 antigenic change; sera generated against a virus possessing N145 HA bound similarly to viruses 270 possessing either N145 or K145 HA (Fig. 4A) . As expected based on the buried location of 271 amino acid 226 (Fig. 2) , sera generated against a virus possessing N145 HA also bound 272 efficiently to a virus possessing both the N145K and I226V mutations (Fig. 4A) N145K HA mutation causes an asymmetric antigenic change. 277 We anticipated that viruses possessing the N145K HA mutation would 'escape' homologous 278 anti-sera (sera generated against viruses possessing K145), since the N145K mutation promotes 279 escape of heterologous anti-sera (sera generated against viruses possessing N145) by increasing 280 receptor binding avidity. However, despite having lower receptor binding avidity (Fig. 3B) 
